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Hong Kong’s GDP declined again in Q4 2019, by -0.4% q/q from the
previous quarter. In y/y terms, the -2.9% decline in Q4 2019 constitutes the
largest quarterly slowdown since the global financial crisis. This brings
growth for 2019 at -1.2%, down from +3.0% in 2018. The breakdown shows
that the recession continues to be broad-based. In particular, the y/y
decline accelerated for investment and external trade of services.
The Hong Kong economy is facing the triple whammy of trade tensions,
social unrest and the coronavirus epidemic. The Phase One deal between
China and the U.S. helps removing some downside risk, but high tariffs
remain in place and still soft global growth puts a lid on the recovery of
trade. Continued protests in Hong Kong are still hurting investor sentiment
and have been deterring visitors (particulary from mainland China) since
last summer. More recently, the coronavirus outbreak constitutes another
downside risk for Hong Kong’s economy1: through the direct channel due
to the ‘fear factor’ and containment measures, and through the indirect
channel of a more pronounced slowdown in the Chinese economy.
Policy reaction is not enough to make up for downside pressures. Since
August last year, authorities have announced five rounds of fiscal support
measures. They amount in total to c. 1.2% of GDP, and have not been able
to engineer a recovery or anchor investor confidence. Coupled with
reduced fiscal revenues, this could lead to Hong Kong’s first fiscal deficit in
more than fifteen years in 2019. Low public debt should however provide
some room for manoeuvring in the short term. The fiscal balance may have
declined to -0.3% of GDP in 2019 after 2.3% in 2018, and we expect
widening of the deficit in 2020, to -0.6% of GDP. On the monetary side, the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority has room to defend the HKD’s peg to the
USD, with FX reserves almost twice the size of the monetary base.
Looking forward, the recession might deepen in Q1 2020. We are revising
negatively our forecast for Hong Kong’s Q1 GDP growth from 0.6% to -1.4%
q/q, due to the economic impact of the coronavirus epidemic. The Hong
Kong Hang Seng Index has declined by c. 8.5% since 20 January, as
markets are pricing in the risk of protracted lower growth. After the
epidemic is contained, the recovery of the Hong Kong economy will
depend on the intensity of continued social unrest. We now expect Hong
Kong’s GDP growth at -0.6% in 2020, with downside risks to this number.
We forecast insolvencies to increase by +9% in 2020 (after +4% expected
for 2019). Tourism, retail, food and accommodation services in particular
will probably continue to be hit.
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The SARS epidemic led to a technical recession in Hong Kong in Q2 2003. A quick recovery in GDP growth happened thereafter.
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These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward -looking
statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks
and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such
forward-looking statements.
Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive
situation, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets
(particularly market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events, including
from natural catastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (v)
persistency levels, (vi) particularly in the banking busines s, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii)
currency exchange rates including the EUR/USD exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax
regulations, (x) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi)
general competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may
be more likely to occur, or more pronounced, as a result of terrorist act ivities and their consequences.
NO DUTY TO UPDATE
The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward -looking statement contained herein, save
for any information required to be disclosed by law.
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